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Abstract

We propose two new classes of time integrators for stiff DEs: the implicit-
explicit exponential (IMEXP) and the hybrid exponential methods. In contrast to
the existing exponential schemes, the new methods offer significant computational
advantages when used with preconditioners. Any preconditioner can be used with
any of these new schemes. This leads to a broader applicability of exponential
methods. The proof of stability and convergence of these integrators and numerical
demonstration of their efficiency are presented.
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1. Introduction

Many problems in science and engineering are characterized by the pres-
ence of a wide range of spatial and temporal scales in the phenomenon under
investigations. Complex interactions of numerous processes evolving on dif-
ferent scales can cause the differential equations describing the evolution of
the system to be stiff. Solving such stiff large systems of differential equations
numerically is a challenging task. In particular, in many applications very
large systems of partial or ordinary differential equations have to be solved
numerically over very long time intervals compared to the fastest processes
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in the system. Development of an efficient time integrator that enables sim-
ulation of such system in a reasonable time requires much effort and care
since standard methods can be too computationally expensive. A custom
designed time integrator which exploits the structure of the problem and the
source of stiffness can bring the necessary computational savings that enable
simulation of the problem in the parameter regimes of interest. In this paper
we address a class of initial value problems which can be written in the form

u1ptq “ F puptqq “ Lpuptqq ` Npuptqq, upt0q “ u0, (1.1)

where both differential operators L and N can be stiff. Often Lpuptqq “ Luptq
is a linear operator that represents, for instance diffusion. If Npuptqq is not a
stiff operator, equations of type (1.1) are usually solved using implicit-explicit
(IMEX) integrators. IMEX schemes have been widely used in a variety of
fields with some of the earlier applications coming from fluid dynamics in
conjunction with spectral methods [1, 2]. An example of one of the most
widely used, particularly in the context of large-scale applications, IMEX
schemes, is the second order BDF-type method (we will call it here 2-sBDF)
which was proposed in [3], one of the first publications where IMEX methods
were systematically analyzed and derived. Over the past decades a range of
IMEX schemes have been introduced such as, for example, linear multistep
[3, 4], Runge-Kutta [5] and extrapolated [6] IMEX methods. Such schemes
have proven to be very efficient for problems such as advection-diffusion equa-
tions or reaction-diffusion equations where advection or reaction are slow and
diffusion is occurring on a fast time scale. Diffusion in this case is treated im-
plicitly while advection or reaction terms are treated with an explicit method.
The IMEX methods are particularly efficient if a good preconditioner is avail-
able to speed up convergence of an iterative method used in the implicit
solver. Construction of an efficient preconditioner is the topic of extensive
research and software development; frequently the majority of time spent on
development and implementation of an IMEX scheme for a large scale prob-
lem goes to creating a preconditioner [7]. The complexity of a differential
operator that has to be preconditioned is directly related to the difficulty
in constructing an efficient preconditioner. For example, a large number of
preconditioners have been developed for a Laplacian operator which models
linear diffusion process.

While IMEX schemes work well if L is a stiff operator and N is not, in
many applications both of these terms introduce stiffness. Such problems
arise from a wide range of fields, from electrochemistry [8] to combustion
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[9] and plasma physics [10]. A reaction-diffusion system describing chemical
kinetic mechanisms involved in ignition of different chemical mixtures can
involve thousands of reactions occurring over a wide range of time scales
comparable to those of the diffusive processes in the system [9]. Similar
structure can be encountered in models of electrochemical material growth
where for certain parameter regimes the reactive terms can be as stiff as the
diffusive operators in the equations [8]. In magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
equations describing the large scale plasma behavior, stiffness arises from the
presence of a wide range of waves encoded in the complex nonlinear terms of
the system [11]. While IMEX or closely-related semi-implicit integrators are
typically used for these problems, their performance suffers. The stiffness of
the nonlinear operatorNpuptqq which is treated explicitly imposes prohibitive
stability restrictions on the time step size. Abandoning IMEX approach in
this case and using a method that treats Npuptqq implicitly as well, also
poses a computational challenge. Operator Npuptqq can be very complex
and development of an efficient preconditioner to enable implicit treatment
of this term might be difficult or even impossible.

Recently exponential integrators emerged as an efficient alternative to
standard time integrators for solving stiff systems of equations. It has been
shown that exponential time integrators can offer significant computational
savings particularly for large scale stiff systems, particularly in comparison
to implicit Newton-Krylov methods [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. However,
such comparisons are valid for problems where no efficient preconditioner
is available for the implicit Newton-Krylov integrators. A shortcoming of
the exponential integrators is that, at present, there are no algorithms that
can utilize preconditioners in a way that makes them clearly competitive
with the preconditioned implicit Newton-Krylov methods. In this paper we
present a new class of implicit-exponential (IMEXP) methods which can both
– take advantage of efficient preconditioners developed for given operators
and improve computational efficiency for problems where both operators L
and N in (1.1) are stiff. The idea of combining an implicit treatment of
operator L and an exponential approach to integrating term N was first
proposed in [20] where a classically accurate second order IMEXP method
was constructed. Here we expand this approach to derive several types of
IMEXP integrators and provide derivation of stiffly accurate schemes along
with the convergence theory for these methods. While we propose two main
classes of integrators – IMEXP Runge-Kutta and Hybrid IMEXP schemes
– the ideas behind these methods can be used to construct many additional
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schemes that would address particular structure of the problem (1.1).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the main ideas be-

hind construction of IMEXP schemes and presents the analytical framework
that enables us to derive the stiff order conditions and to prove stability and
convergence of the schemes. Construction and analysis of IMEXP Runge-
Kutta methods is presented in Section 3 and development of hybrid IMEXP
schemes is the focus of Section 4. Section 5 contains numerical experiments
that validate theoretical results and illustrate computational savings that
IMEXP methods can bring compared to IMEX schemes for problems with
stiff N .

2. Construction and analytical framework for analysis of the IM-
EXP methods.

We begin construction of IMEXP methods by considering the general
EPIRK framework introduced in [21]. The exponential propagation iterative
methods of Runge-Kutta type (EPIRK) to solve (1.1) can be written as

Uni “ un ` αi1ψi1pgi1hnAi1qhnF punq ` hn

i´1ÿ

j“2

αijψijpgijhnAijqDnj, i “ 2, . . . , s,

un`1 “ un ` β1ψs`1,1pgs`1,1hnAs`1,1qhnF punq ` hn

sÿ

j“2

βjψs`1jpgs`1jhnAs`1,jqDn,s`1,

(2.1)
where un is an approximation to the solution of (1.1) at time tn “ t0 `řn

i“1
hi. As explained in [21, 20, 22], different choices for functions ψij ,

matrices Aij and vectors Dnj result in different classes of EPIRK methods.
To construct IMEXP methods we can use the flexibility of EPIRK framework
and choose ψij , Aij and Dnj to address the structure of the problem (1.1).
Namely, we construct methods of two types – IMEXP Runge-Kutta and
hybrid IMEXP schemes. The main idea behind both classes of methods is to
choose some of the functions ψij to be rational functions, similar to implicit
or IMEX methods. The remaining ψij are then set as linear combination of
the exponential functions ϕkpzq defined by

ϕ0pzq “ ez , ϕkpzq “
ż

1

0

ep1´θqz θk´1

pk ´ 1q! dθ, k ě 1. (2.2)

The arguments Aij of these functions can be chosen as either the full Jacobian
Jn “ DF punq “ F 1punq “ L1punq ` N 1punq “ L1

n ` N 1
n or its components L1
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or N 1. As noted in [21, 23, 22] vectors Dnj could be node values, differences
or forward differences ∆j constructed using the remainder functions such as
F puq ´ F punq ´ F 1punqpu´ unq or its component Npuq. In order to simplify
analysis we will restrict our choice to Dnj being the difference constructed
using the nonlinearity Npuq as explained below. In the next section we
present three classes of methods that are defined by these choices of functions
ψij and their arguments Aij.

2.1. Construction of IMEX Runge-Kutta methods

The IMEXP Runge-Kutta methods are designed for problems of type

u1ptq “ F puptqq “ Luptq ` Npuptqq, upt0q “ u0, (2.3)

where L is a stiff linear operator and the nonlinear operator Npuptqq is either
nonstiff or mildly stiff compared to L. In this case we choose

ψi1pzq “ Ri1pzq “
řmi

k“0
pikz

k

řni

k“0
qikzk

, i “ 1, ..., s (2.4)

ψs`1,1pzq “ R1pzq “
řm

k“0
pkz

k

řn

k“0
qkzk

, (2.5)

i.e. where Ri1pzq and R1pzq are rational functions. The remaining functions
ψijpzq, j ě 2 are chosen to be linear combinations of ϕkpzq functions de-
fined in (2.2). To simplify the notation, and in anticipation of our analysis
approach described below, we denote

aijpzq “ αijψijpzq, j “ 2, ..., s, i “ 1, ..., s,

bjpzq “ βjψs`1,jpzq, j “ 2, ..., s.
(2.6)

Since L is the main source of stiffness in this type of problems we use it as
the argument of all functions ψijpzq. The remainder, or defect, vectors Dni

are chosen as
Dni “ NpUniq ´ Npunq. (2.7)

Here we consider the constant time step version of the method and set hn “ h.
The resulting general form of the IMEXP Runge-Kutta schemes is then given
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by

Uni “ un ` cihR1ipcihLqF punq ` h

i´1ÿ

j“2

aijphLqDnj, 2 ď i ď s, (2.8a)

un`1 “ un ` hR1phLqF punq ` h

sÿ

i“2

biphLqDni, (2.8b)

where we have also used the simplifying assumptions

αi1 “ gi1 “ ci (2.9a)

αs`1,1 “ gi1 “ 1. (2.9b)

(2.9b) is motivated by Lemma 4 in [22] which shows that this requirement is
a necessary condition to satisfy the stiff order conditions. As shown in [22],
assumption (2.9a) can potentially be relaxed to derive more methods, but
we choose it for simplicity of subsequent analysis.

2.2. Construction of hybrid IMEXP methods

We construct the hybrid IMEXP methods to address problems (2.3) where
both operator L and the nonlinearity Npuptqq are stiff. Since the operator
Npuq is stiff, it is desirable to treat N 1puq in an implicit or exponential way.
We assume that implicit treatment is difficult in this case due to the lack
of a readily available efficient preconditioner which is crucial to making the
implicit method sufficiently fast. Therefore we will use the exponential-type
approach in constructing the integrator. We note that for stability reasons
the product of the Lipschitz constant of Npuptqq and the time step must be
sufficiently small. To improve the stability of an integrator, one can use the
idea of linearizing F puq continuously along the numerical solution, which can
make coefficients of leading error terms become smaller in each integration
step. This motivates two possibilities– either we use the full Jacobian

Jn “ Jpunq “ F 1punq “ L ` N 1punq “ L ` N 1
n (2.10)

or just its nonlinear part N 1punq as an argument for functions aijpzq and bjpzq
in (2.6). As before we assume that a rational function of the stiff operator
L can be computed efficiently, e.g. due to the availability of an efficient
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preconditioner. Thus we get a class of hybrid IMEXP methods that can be
written as

Uni “ un ` cihR1ipcihLqF punq ` h

i´1ÿ

j“2

aijphJnqDnj, 2 ď i ď s, (2.11a)

un`1 “ un ` hR1phLqF punq ` h

sÿ

i“2

biphJnqDni (2.11b)

with
Dni “ NpUniq ´ Npunq, 2 ď i ď s. (2.11c)

If the nonlinear portion of the Jacobian N 1puq is used we get a modified
hybrid IMEXP method

Uni “ un ` cihR1ipcihLqF punq ` h

i´1ÿ

j“2

aijphN 1
nqDnj, 2 ď i ď s, (2.12a)

un`1 “ un ` hR1phLqF punq ` h

sÿ

i“2

biphN 1
nqDni (2.12b)

with
Dni “ NpUniq ´ Npunq, 2 ď i ď s. (2.12c)

It is possible that scheme (2.12) can be beneficial in cases where evaluation
of N 1puqv for a vector v is significantly less computationally expensive than
computing a product of a full Jacobian with a vector Jpuqv. However, as we
will see from the numerical experiments this has to be counterbalanced by
some loss of accuracy compared to scheme (2.11)

2.3. Analytical framework for derivation of the stiff order conditions and
convergence analysis

A closely related class of methods to the EPIRK schemes is the exponen-
tial Runge–Kutta integrators [24, 25, 26]. Exponential Runge–Kutta meth-
ods can be viewed as a special case of EPIRK schemes with simplifying
assumptions on the coefficients (see [23]). A theory of stiff order conditions
and convergence analysis for these methods were developed in a series of pa-
pers [24, 25, 26]. The key idea in our derivation of the stiff order conditions
and proof of convergence for the IMEXP schemes is their interpretation as
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a perturbation of the exponential Runge–Kutta methods. This approach al-
lows us to derive estimates for the error of the IMEXP methods, prove their
stability and convergence.

As for exponential Runge–Kutta methods, the convergence analysis of
IMEXP schemes (2.8), (2.11) and (2.12) can be carried out in the abstract
framework of strongly continuous semigroups in a Banach space X with
norm } ¨ } (for instance, see [27, 28]). As usual in exponential integrators,
this framework allows us to handle stiff problems. In particular, throughout
the paper we will make use of the following main assumption.

Assumption 1. The linear operator L is the generator of a strongly con-
tinuous semigroup e tL in X .

This assumption implies that there exist constants C and ω such that

}e tL}XÐX ď Ceωt, t ě 0 (2.13)

holds uniformly in a neighborhood of the exact solution, leading to the bound-
edness of coefficients aijphLq and biphLq.

In the subsequent analysis we will investigate questions on the consistency
and stability of the proposed IMEXP methods and derive specific schemes.

3. IMEXP Runge–Kutta methods

Through out this section the nonlinearity Npuq is supposed to be a nons-
tiff with a moderate Lipschitz constant. We thus can make use of the follow-
ing additional regularity assumption (for instance, see [26]) in order to study
the local error of the proposed ansatz (2.8).

Assumption 2. We suppose that (1.1) possesses a sufficiently smooth
solution u : r0, T s Ñ X, with derivatives in X and that N : X Ñ X is
sufficiently often Fréchet differentiable in a strip along the exact solution.
All occurring derivatives are assumed to be uniformly bounded.

Assumption 2 implies that N is locally Lipschitz in a strip along the
exact solution. Typical examples are semilinear reaction-diffusion-advection
equations, see [29].

3.1. Local error analysis

Let ũn denote the exact solution of (1.1) at time tn, i.e., ũn “ uptnq. Let

en`1 “ un`1 ´ ũn`1 (3.1)
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denote the local error of (2.8) at tn`1. To analyze en`1, we consider one step
integration starting with the initial value ũn being the exact solution.

Uni “ ũn ` cihR1ipcihLqF pũnq ` h

i´1ÿ

j“2

aijphLqDnj , (3.2a)

un`1 “ ũn ` hR1phLqF pũnq ` h

sÿ

i“2

biphLqDni (3.2b)

with
Dni “ NpUniq ´ Npũnq. (3.2c)

Taking a closer look at (3.2), one can consider it as a perturbation scheme
of the exponential Runge–Kutta scheme

qUni “ ũn ` cihϕ1pcihLqF pũnq ` h

i´1ÿ

j“2

aijphLq qDnj, (3.3a)

ǔn`1 “ ũn ` hϕ1phLqF pũnq ` h

sÿ

i“2

biphLq qDni (3.3b)

with
qDni “ Np qUniq ´ Npũnq. (3.3c)

This suggests us to employ the result on local errors of exponential Runge–
Kutta methods (see [25, 30]) for studying the local errors en`1 of scheme
(2.8). First, we have the following observation.

Denoting qN 1
ni “ N 1p qUniq, qEni “ Uni ´ qUni and using the Taylor series

expansion of Npuq, we get

Dni ´ qDni “ NpUniq ´ Np qUniq “ qN 1
ni

qEni ` qRni (3.4)

with remainder

qRni “
ż

1

0

p1 ´ θqN2p qUni ` θ qEniqp qEni, qEniqdθ. (3.5)

Employing Assumption 2 shows that

} qRni} ď C} qEni}2, (3.6)
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as long as Eni remain in a sufficiently small neighborhood of 0.
By subtracting (3.3a) from (3.2a) and denoting qKni “ Dni ´ qDni, we get

qEni “ cihpR1ipcihLq ´ ϕ1pcihLqqF pũnq ` h

i´1ÿ

j“2

aijphLq qKnj . (3.7)

Inserting (3.7) into (3.4) gives

qKni “ cih qN 1
nipR1ipcihLq ´ ϕ1pcihLqqF pũnq ` h

i´1ÿ

j“2

aijphLq qKnj ` qRni. (3.8)

With this preparation at hand, we are ready to state the following result
concerning the stiff order conditions for IMEXP Runge–Kutta methods

Theorem 3.1. Under Assumptions 1 and 2, an implicit-explicit exponen-
tial Runge–Kutta method has order of consistency p ` 1 if its coefficients
aijphLq, biphLq satisfy the stiff order conditions of the exponential Runge–
Kutta methods up to some order p and if coefficients R1phLq and R1ipcihLq
stated in (2.5) are chosen in such L way that

pR1ipcihLq ´ ϕ1pcihLqqF pũnq “ Ophp´1q, (3.9a)

pR1phLq ´ ϕ1phLqqF pũnq “ Ophpq. (3.9b)

Proof. First, we note that the difference ǔn`1 ´ ũn`1 is the local errors of the
exponential Runge–Kutta methods. It is proved in [30] that if coefficients
aijphLq, biphLq satisfy the stiff order conditions of the exponential Runge–
Kutta methods of order p then

ǔn`1 ´ ũn`1 “ Ophp`1q. (3.10)

We then express the local errors en`1 given by (3.1) (applied to scheme (2.8))
as

en`1 “ pun`1 ´ ǔn`1q ` pǔn`1 ´ ũn`1q “ un`1 ´ ǔn`1 ` Ophp`1q. (3.11)

Subtracting (3.3b) from (3.2b) and using (3.4), (3.8) gives us

un`1 ´ ǔn`1 “ h
`
R1phLq ´ ϕ1phLq

˘
F pũnq

` cih
2

sÿ

i“2

biphLq qN 1
ni

`
R1ipcihLq ´ ϕ1pcihLq

˘
F pũnq

` h2
sÿ

i“2

biphLq
` i´1ÿ

j“2

aijphLq qKnj ` qRni

˘
.

(3.12)
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Under assumptions in (3.9) and using (3.5)–(3.8), it is straightforward to

derive qKni “ Ophpq, qRni “ Oph2pq and thus we deduce from (3.12) that

un`1 ´ ǔn`1 “ Ophp`1q. (3.13)

From (3.11) and (3.13), it shows at once en`1 “ Ophp`1q.

3.2. Stability and convergence results

Let en`1 “ un`1´uptn`1q “ un`1´ũn`1 denote the global error of scheme
(2.8) at time tn`1, and let Eni “ Uni ´ Uni. It is easy to see that

en`1 “ un`1 ´ ūn`1 ` ūn`1 ´ ũn`1 “ un`1 ´ ūn`1 ` en`1. (3.14)

Subtracting (3.2b) from (2.8b) and using F puq “ Lu ` Npuq shows that

un`1´ūn`1 “
`
I`R1phLqhL

˘
en`h

`
Npunq´Npũnq`

sÿ

i“2

biphLqKni

˘
(3.15)

with

Kni “ Dni ´ Dni “
`
NpUniq ´ NpUniq

˘
´ pNpunq ´ Npũnqq. (3.16)

Inserting (3.15) into (3.14) gives

en`1 “
`
I ` R1phLqhL

˘
en ` hSn ` en`1, (3.17)

where

Sn “ R1phLq
`
Npunq ´ Npũnq

˘
`

sÿ

i“2

biphLqKni. (3.18)

Next, we consider Sn. Let Ñ 1
n “ N 1pũnq and N 1

ni “ N 1pUniq. Again, we use
the Taylor series expansion of Npuq to get

Npunq ´ Npũnq “ Ñ 1
nen ` r̃n, (3.19a)

NpUniq ´ NpUniq “ N 1
niEni ` Rni (3.19b)

with remainders r̃n and Rni

r̃n “
ż

1

0

p1 ´ θqN2pũn ` θenqpen, enqdθ, (3.20a)

Rni “
ż

1

0

p1 ´ θqN2pUni ` θEniqpEni, Eniqdθ. (3.20b)
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Due to Assumption 2 we have

}r̃n} ď C}en}2, }Rni} ď C}Eni}2, (3.21)

as long as en and Eni remain in a sufficiently small neighborhood of 0.
Inserting (3.16) into (3.18) and using (3.19), we obtain

Sn “
`
R1phLq ´

sÿ

i“2

biphLq
¯

pÑ 1
nen ` r̃nq `

sÿ

i“2

biphLqpN 1
niEni ` Rniq. (3.22)

Lemma 3.1. If Assumptions 1 and 2 hold and functions R1phLq and R1ipcihLq
(i “ 2, . . . , s) are chosen in such L way that the following bounds

}R1phLq}XÐX ď C, }R1ipcihLq}XÐX ď C,

}I ` R1ipcihLqcihL}XÐX ď C, (3.23)

hold uniformly, then there exist bounded operators Bnpenq on X such that

Sn “ Bnpenqen. (3.24)

Proof. First we derive a recursion for Eni by subtracting (3.2a) from (2.8a)
and employing (3.19)

Eni “
`
I ` R1ipcihLqcihL

˘
en ` h

`
ciR1ipcihLq ´

i´1ÿ

j“2

aijphLq
¯

pÑ 1
nen ` r̃nq

` h

i´1ÿ

j“2

aijphLqpN 1
njEnj ` Rnjq. (3.25)

Solving recursion (3.25) by induction on the index j with the help of (3.20)
and inserting the obtained result into (3.22) yields (3.24). The boundedness
of Bnpenq follows from the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 and the bounds in
(3.21).

We are now ready to provide sufficient conditions for convergence of IM-
EXP Runge–Kutta methods (2.8).

Theorem 3.2. Let the initial value problem (1.1) satisfy Assumptions 1–2.
Consider for its numerical solution an IMEXP Runge–Kutta method (2.8)
that fulfills the order conditions of an exponential Runge–Kutta method up to
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some order p. If coefficients R1phLq and R1ipcihLq are chosen such that the
order conditions in (3.9) are fulfilled and the stability bounds (3.23) and

}
`
I ` R1phLqhL

¯n´j

}XÐX ď CS, j “ 0, . . . , n´ 1 (3.26)

hold uniformly, then the numerical solution un satisfies the error bound

}un ´ uptnq} ď Chp (3.27)

uniformly on t0 ď tn “ t0 ` nh ď T with a constant C that depends on
T ´ t0, but is independent of n and h.

Proof. In view of (3.17) and (3.24), we get

en`1 “
`
I ` R1phLqhL

˘
en ` hBnpenqen ` en`1. (3.28)

Solving recursion (3.28) and using e0 “ 0 finally yields

en “ h

n´1ÿ

j“0

`
I ` R1phLqhL

˘n´j`
Bjpejqej ` 1

h
ej`1

¯
. (3.29)

Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2, we have }Bjpejqej} ď C}ej} and
ej`1 “ Ophp`1q. The proof is completed with the help of the stability bound
(3.26) and an application of a discrete Gronwall lemma (see [31]) to (3.29).

3.3. On the choice of rational functions R1pZq and R1ipZq
The result of Theorem 3.2 shows the sufficient conditions for which the

coefficients R1phLq and R1ipcihLq need to fulfill for an implicit-explicit expo-
nential Runge–Kutta method of order p. In particular, the order conditions
(3.9) and the stability bounds (3.23), (3.26) are the constraints for choosing
such coefficients.

First, we focus on conditions (3.9). Our idea is to use Padé approximation
(for instance, see [32, Chap. IV]) for finding a rational function Rpzq which

Lpproximates to ϕ1pzq. Given the fact that ϕ1pzq “ ez ´ 1

z
, we employ Padé

approximations to the exponential function to derive the following results

ϕ1pzq “ p1 ´ zq´1 ` Opzq, (3.30a)

ϕ1pzq “ p1 ´ 1

2
zq´1 ` Opz2q. (3.30b)
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Table 1: Functions R1pZq and R1ipZq and the corresponding exponential Runge-Kutta
stiff order conditions for the methods of orders 1 and 2.

Order p R1pZq and R1ipZq Stiff order conditions for
exponential Runge–Kutta methods

1 R1pZq “ p1 ´ Zq´1

2 R1ipZq “ p1 ´ Zq´1

R1pZq “ p1 ´ 1

2
Zq´1

řs

i“2
bipZqci “ ϕ2pZq

This suggests at once the searching functions R1pZq and R1ipZq for methods
of possible orders 1 and 2, see Table 1. Indeed, we can prove the following
result for the case where X “ Cn with the standard inner product denoted
by p¨, ¨q.

Lemma 3.2. Let X “ Cn and suppose that the matrix L satisfies

Repu, Luq ď 0 for all u P X. (3.31)

Under Assumptions 1 and 2, we have

}
`
pI ´ hLq´1 ´ ϕ1phLq

˘
F pũnq} ď Ch. (3.32)

Further assume that L
d

dt
Npuptqq

∣

∣

t“tn
is uniformly bounded on X. Then, we

have

}
`
pI ´ 1

2
hLq´1 ´ ϕ1phLq

˘
F pũnq} ď Ch2. (3.33)

The constants in (3.32) and (3.33) can be chosen uniformly bounded on
rt0, T s, and in particular, are independent of n and h (i.e. independent of
}L}).

Proof. Let ṽn “ pI ´ hLq´1F pũnq and w̃n “ pI ´ 1

2
hLq´1F pũnq. Under

condition (3.31), it follows from Theorem 11.2 in [32, Chap. IV] that

}
`
I ´ hLq´1} ď sup

Rezď0

| 1

1´z
| ď 1, }

`
I ´ 1

2
hLq´1} ď sup

Rezď0

| 1

1´z{2
| ď 1. (3.34)

This reflects the fact that the rational functions 1

1´z
and 1

1´z{2
are A-stable.

From this it is easy to see that ṽn, w̃n are uniformly bounded. Using ũ1
n “
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u1ptnq “ F pũnq, one gets

ũ1
n “ ṽn ´ hLṽn, (3.35a)

ũ1
n “ w̃n ´ 1

2
hLw̃n, ũ2

n “ Lw̃n ´ 1

2
hL2w̃n ` d

dt
Npuptqq

∣

∣

t“tn
. (3.35b)

We infer from (3.35) that Lṽn, Lw̃n, L
2w̃n are uniformly bounded under as-

sumption 2. We now use the following expansion of ϕ1phLqF pũnq (see [25])

ϕ1phLqF pũnq “ ũ1
n ` h

2

`
ũ2
n ´ 2ϕ2phLq d

dt
Npuptqq

∣

∣

t“tn

˘
` Oph2q, (3.36)

where the remainder terms behind the Landau notation (mutiplying by h2)
are uniformly bounded by the assumptions 1 and 2. Inserting (3.35a) into
(3.36) one obtains

ϕ1phLqF pũnq “ ṽn ´h
`
Lṽn ´ 1

2
ũ2
n `ϕ2phLq d

dt
Npuptqq

∣

∣

t“tn

˘
`Oph2q. (3.37)

Inserting (3.35b) into (3.36) and using the fact that ϕ2phLq “ 1

2
I`hϕ3phLqL,

we end up with

ϕ1phLqF pũnq “ w̃n ´h2
`1
4
L2w̃n `ϕ3phLqL d

dt
Npuptqq

∣

∣

t“tn

˘
`Oph2q. (3.38)

It is clear that the coefficients of h in (3.37) and h2 in (3.38) are uniformly
bounded under the conditions of Lemma 3.2. Therefore, one derives at once
(3.32) and (3.33).

Remark. Condition (3.31) is often fulfilled for the matrix L, which is re-
sulted from the spatial discretization of a second-order strongly elliptic differ-
ential operator (e.g. the Laplacian or the gradient). The assumption of uni-

form boundedness of L
d

dt
Npuptqq

∣

∣

t“tn
is valid for many semilinear parabolic

PDEs such as reaction-diffusion equations, the Allen-Cahn equation (see, e.g
[33]) and the Chafee-Infante problem [29, Chap. 5].

Next, we verify whether the chosen rational functions in Table 1 satisfy
the stability bounds (3.23) and (3.26). Clearly, under condition (3.31) the
first two bounds in (3.23) are fulfilled due to (3.34). Similarly, one can see
that the third bound (with R1ipcihLq “ pI ´ cihLq´1) and the bound (3.26)
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(with R1phLq “ pI ´ hLq´1 or R1phLq “ pI ´ 1

2
hLq´1) are also fulfilled

because of the following observations

}I ` pI ´ cihLq´1cihL} “ }pI ´ cihLq´1} ď 1, (3.39a)

}
`
I ` pI ´ hLq´1hL

˘n´j} ď }pI ´ hLq´1}n´j ď 1, (3.39b)

}
`
I ` pI ´ 1

2
hLq´1hL

¯n´j

} ď }pI ´ 1

2
hLq´1pI ` 1

2
hLq}n´j ď 1. (3.39c)

The last inequality in (3.39) holds since sup
Rezď0

|1`z{2
1´z{2

| ď 1 (the rational

function 1`z{2
1´z{2

is A-stable).

3.4. Derivation of the first- and second-order methods

Based on the results of Theorem 3.2 and Section 3.3, it is straightforward
to derive methods of orders 1 and 2 with the chosen rational functions in Ta-
ble 1 (The convergence of these methods follows directly from Theorem 3.2).
In particular, we obtain the following 1-stage IMEXP Runge–Kutta method
of order 1 which we will call ImExpRK1:

un`1 “ un ` hpI ´ hLq´1F punq. (3.40)

Using F punq “ Lun`Npunq and the equality I`pI´hLq´1hL “ pI´hLq´1,
one realizes that the method ImExpRK1 coincides with the implicit-explicit
Rung–Kutta method of order 1: un`1 “ un ` hLun`1 ` hNpunq.

As s “ 2 we take c2 “ 1

2
and choose from Table 1 coefficients R12phLq “

R1phLq “ pI ´ 1

2
hLq´1, b2phLq “ 2ϕ2phLq. This leads to the following

second-order method which we will call ImExpRK2:

Un2 “ un ` 1

2
hpI ´ 1

2
hLq´1F punq,

un`1 “ un ` hpI ´ 1

2
hLq´1F punq ` 2hϕ2phLqpNpUn2q ´ Npunqq.

(3.41)

3.5. A discussion of higher-order methods

We now discuss whether it is possible to derive IMEXP Runge–Kutta
methods of higher orders. Clearly, due to (3.9) such methods require higher-
order rational approximations of ϕ1phLqF punq, which also need to satisfy
the stability bounds (3.23) and (3.26). Again, we make use of the Padé
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approximations to the exponential function to get, for instance,

ϕ1pzq “ p1 ` 1

6
zqp1 ´ 1

3
zq´1 ` Opz3q, (3.42a)

ϕ1pzq “ p1 ´ 1

2
z ` 1

12
z2q´1 ` Opz4q. (3.42b)

This offers, for example, the choice of R1phLq “ p1 ` 1

6
hLqp1 ´ 1

3
hLq´1 for

methods of order 3. However, we can show that such a method requires
much stronger regularity assumptions in order to fulfill (3.9). Construction
of higher order methods will be the subject of future publications.

4. Hybrid IMEXP

In this section, we consider the case where the stiffness of problem (1.1)
comes from both the linear L and nonlinear Npuq operators. Motivated by
the results of Section 3, we propose the following two perturbation schemes
of (3.41)

Un2 “ un ` 1

2
hpI ´ 1

2
hLq´1F punq, (4.1a)

un`1 “ un ` hpI ´ 1

2
hLq´1F punq ` 2hϕ2phJnqpNpUn2q ´ Npunqq (4.1b)

and

Un2 “ un ` 1

2
hpI ´ 1

2
hLq´1F punq,

un`1 “ un ` hpI ´ 1

2
hLq´1F punq ` 2hϕ2phN 1

nqpNpUn2q ´ Npunqq,
(4.2)

which will be called HImExp2J and HImExp2N, respectively. In the follow-
ing we will show that these two schemes are of order 2 as well. First, note
that since we are working with the nonlinearity Npuq which is assumed to
have some stiffness, the norms of the Jacobian N 1puq and its higher deriva-
tives could be large so that Assumption 2 is not feasible. Thus, in order
to give a convergence result for those two schemes, we will make use of the
following much weaker, but reasonable, assumption on the solution and the
nonlinearity.

Assumption 3. Suppose that (1.1) possesses a solution that is thrice differ-
entiable with (uniformly) bounded derivatives in X, and that N : X Ñ X is
twice continuously Fréchet differentiable in a strip along the exact solution.
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Under this assumption one can see that Npuq also satisfies the Lipschitz
condition in a strip along the exact solution. Moreover, in the case where
X “ Cn we have the following property of the second-order Fréchet derivative

Npu` ∆uq “ Npuq `N 1puq∆u`
ż

1

0

p1 ´ sqN2pu` s∆uqp∆u,∆uqds. (4.3)

In the following, and unless otherwise specified, we will work in X “ Cn.
Since N 1

n “ N 1punq is a linear bounded operator on X , the Jacobians
Jn “ L ` N 1

n and N 1
n generate strongly continuous semigroups e tJn and

e tN
1

n(see [28, Chap. 3.1]). Thus one infers from Assumption 1 that ehJn and
ehN

1

n are uniformly bounded, and thus so are ϕ2phJnq and ϕ2phN 1
nq.

4.1. Expansion of the exact solution

Using Assumptions 1 and 3, we will derive an expansion of the exact
solution of (1.1) at time tn`1, i.e., uptn`1q. Again, let ũn “ uptnq. Expressing
uptn`1q by the variation-of-constants formula gives

ũn`1 “ uptn`1q “ ehLũn ` h

ż
1

0

ep1´θqhLNpuptn ` θhqq dθ. (4.4)

Now let Un “ uptn ` θhq ´ ũn and let ũ1
n, ũ

2
n, ũ

3
n denote the first, second,

and third derivative of the exact solution uptq of (1.1) evaluated at time tn.
Under Assumption 3 we can expand uptn ` θhq in a Taylor series at tn to get

Un “ θhũ1
n ` θ2h2

ż
1

0

p1 ´ squ2ptn ` θhsqds. (4.5)

Using (4.3) with u “ ũn,∆u “ Un, one derives

Npuptn`θhqq “ Npũnq`N 1pũnqUn`
ż

1

0

p1´sqN2pũn`sUnqpUn,Unqds. (4.6)

With the help of (4.5), inserting (4.6) into (4.4) and using (2.2) (with k “
1, 2), we eventually obtain an expansion of the exact solution

ũn`1 “ ũn ` hϕ1phLqF pũnq ` h2ϕ2phLq d

dt
Npuptqq

∣

∣

t“tn
` h3Rn (4.7)

with

Rn “
ż

1

0

ep1´θqhL

ż
1

0

θ2p1´sq
`
N2pũnqu2ptn`θhq`N2pũn`sUnqpVn,Vnq

¯
dsdθ,

(4.8)
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where Vn “ ũ1
n ` θh

ş
1

0
p1´ squ2ptn ` θhsqds. Note that this remainder is not

the same as the one in the expansion of uptn`1q given in [26], which requires
Assumption 2. It is clear that }Rn} ď C (uniformly) due to Assumptions 1
and 3.

4.2. Local error analysis of schemes HImExp2J and HImExp2N

Using the expansion of the exact solution in (4.7), we prove the following
result concerning the local errors of schemes (4.1) and (4.2) at time t “ tn`1.

Lemma 4.1. Let the initial value problem (1.1) satisfy Assumptions 1 and 3.
Further assume that L satisfies the condition (3.31) and that L d

dt
Npuptqq

∣

∣

t“tn

is uniformly bounded on X. Then, both schemes (4.1) and (4.2) have order
of consistency 3.

Proof. First, we study the local error of scheme (4.1), i.e., HImExp2J. For
that we consider one step with initial value ũn, i.e.

Un2 “ ũn ` 1

2
hpI ´ 1

2
hLq´1F pũnq, (4.9a)

un`1 “ ũn ` hpI ´ 1

2
hLq´1F pũnq ` 2hϕ2phJ̃nqpNpUn2q ´ Npũnqq. (4.9b)

Therefore, the local error of (4.1) at time tn`1 is given by

ēn`1,HImExp2J “ un`1 ´ ũn`1. (4.10)

Proceeding in the same manner as in Lemma 3.4.1 of [25], we get

ϕ1phLqF pũnq “ ũ1
n ` h

2

`
ũ2
n ´ 2ϕ2phLq d

dt
Npuptqq

∣

∣

t“tn

˘

` h2ϕ3phLqpũ3
n ´ d

2

dt2
Npuptqq

∣

∣

t“tn
q. (4.11)

Clearly, due to Assumptions 1 and 3, we get back (3.36) from (4.11). This
shows that the result of Lemma 3.2 holds. Using the same notation w̃n “
pI ´ 1

2
hLq´1F pũnq, (4.9) can be rewritten as

un`1 “ ũn ` hw̃n ` 2hϕ2phJ̃nqpNpũn ` 1

2
hw̃nq ´ Npũnqq. (4.12)

Employing (3.38), applying (4.3) to Npũn ` 1

2
hw̃nq, and noting that w̃n “

ũ1
n ` 1

2
hLw̃n (see (3.35b)) one finally gets

un`1 “ ũn ` hϕ1phLqF pũnq ` h2ϕ2phJ̃nq d

dt
Npuptqq

∣

∣

t“tn
` h3Rn (4.13)
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with

Rn “ 1

4
L2w̃n ` ϕ3phLqL d

dt
Npuptqq

∣

∣

t“tn
` ϕ3phLqpũ3

n ´ d2

dt2
Npuptqq

∣

∣

t“tn
q

` 1

2
ϕ2phJ̃nqLw̃n ` 1

4

ż
1

0

p1 ´ sqN2pũn ` 1

2
shw̃nqpw̃n, w̃nqds,

(4.14)
which is uniformly bounded due to the assumptions of Lemma 4.1. Inserting
(4.7) and (4.13) into (4.10) gives

ēn`1,HImExp2J “ h2pϕ2phJ̃nq ´ ϕ2phLqq d

dt
Npuptqq

∣

∣

t“tn
` h3pRn ´ Rnq. (4.15)

Since J̃n “ L ` Ñ 1
n (here Ñ 1

n “ N 1pũnq), it is easy to show by using (2.2)
and applying the variation-of-constants formula to the differential equation
v1ptq “ J̃nvptq “ Lvptq ` Ñ 1

nvptq, vp0q “ I that

ϕ2phJ̃nq ´ ϕ2phLq “ hφphL, hÑ 1
nq, (4.16)

where

φphL, hÑ 1
nq “

ż
1

0

ż
1

0

ep1´sqp1´θqhLθp1 ´ θqÑ 1
ne

sp1´θqhJ̃ndsdθ (4.17)

which is a bounded operator. We now insert (4.16) into (4.15) to obtain

ēn`1,HImExp2J “ h3
`
φphL, hÑ 1

nq d

dt
Npuptqq

∣

∣

t“tn
` Rn ´ Rn

˘
“ Oph3q. (4.18)

Next, we consider the local error of scheme (4.2), i.e., HImExp2N. Let
denote the local error of it at time tn`1 by ēn`1,HImExp2N. It can be seen that
one can analyze this local error in a very similar way as done for scheme
HImExp2J. Thus we only focus on the following new aspects. Instead of
(4.15), we now get

ēn`1,HImExp2N “ h2pϕ2phÑ 1
nq ´ ϕ2phLqq d

dt
Npuptqq

∣

∣

t“tn
` h3pRn ´ Rnq (4.19)

with Ñ 1
n in place of J̃n appearing in (4.15) as well as in (4.14) (for Rn). Using

the observation

ϕ2phÑ 1
nq ´ ϕ2phLq “

`
ϕ2phÑ 1

nq ´ ϕ2phJ̃nq
˘

`
`
ϕ2phJ̃nq ´ ϕ2phLq

˘
, (4.20)
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we can show, by again using (2.2), applying the variation-of-constants for-
mula to the differential equation y1ptq “ Ñ 1

nyptq “ J̃nyptq ´ Lyptq, yp0q “ I,
and employing the fact that ez “ 1 ` zϕ1pzq, that

ϕ2phÑ 1
nq ´ ϕ2phLq “ h

´
ψ1phJ̃nqL´ hψ2phJ̃n, hÑ 1

nq ` φphL, hÑ 1
nq

¯
. (4.21)

Here, φphL, hÑ 1
nq is given in (4.17) and

ψ1phJ̃nq “
ż

1

0

ż
1

0

ep1´θqhJ̃nθpθ ´ 1qdsdθ (4.22)

which is also a bounded operator, and

ψ2phJ̃n, hÑ 1
nq “

ż
1

0

ż
1

0

ep1´sqp1´θqhJ̃nsθp1 ´ θq2LÑ 1
nϕ1psp1 ´ θqhÑ 1

nqdsdθ
(4.23)

is bounded as well (due to the assumption L d

dt
Npuptqq

∣

∣

t“tn
“ LÑ 1

nu
1ptnq is

uniformly bounded).
Inserting (4.21) into (4.19) clearly shows that

ēn`1,HImExp2N “ h3
`
ψ1phJ̃nqL d

dt
Npuptqq

∣

∣

t“tn

˘
` Oph3q “ Oph3q. (4.24)

We are now ready to state the main result of this section.

Theorem 4.1. Let the initial value problem (1.1) satisfy the conditions of
Lemma 4.1. Then, the numerical solution un of the hybrid implicit-explicit
exponential methods HImExp2J or HImExp2N satisfies the error bound

}un ´ uptnq} ď Ch2 (4.25)

uniformly on t0 ď tn “ t0 ` nh ď T with a constant C that depends on
T ´ t0, but is independent of n and h.

Proof. First, we prove the convergence result for scheme HImExp2J. Let
en`1 “ un`1 ´ uptn`1q “ un`1 ´ ũn`1 denote the global error of scheme (4.1)
at time tn`1. We have

en`1 “ un`1 ´ ūn`1 ` ēn`1,HImExp2J. (4.26)
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Subtracting (4.9b) from (4.1b), inserting the obtained result into (4.26), and
using F puq “ Lu ` Npuq shows that

en`1 “ RphLqen ` hTn ` ēn`1,HImExp2J (4.27)

with RphAq “ I ` pI ´ 1

2
hLq´1hL “ pI ´ 1

2
hLq´1pI ` 1

2
hLq and

Tn “ppI ´ 1

2
hLq´1 ´ 2ϕ2phJ̃nqqpNpunq ´ Npũnqq ` 2ϕ2phJnqpNpUn2q ´ NpUn2qq

`2pϕ2phJnq ´ ϕ2phJ̃nqqpNpUn2q ´ Npunqq.
(4.28)

Subtracting (4.9a) from (4.1a) and using the identity I ` 1

2
hLpI ´ 1

2
hLq´1 “

pI ´ 1

2
hLq´1 gives

Un2 ´ Un2 “ pI ´ 1

2
hLq´1en ` 1

2
hpI ´ 1

2
hLq´1pNpunq ´ Npũnqq. (4.29)

Using the Lipschitz property of Npuq and employing the bound }ϕ2phJnq ´
ϕ2phJ̃nq} ď Ch}en} (as a consequence of Lemma 2.4.3 in [17]), we derive at
once }Tn} ď C}en} as long as the global errors en remain in a sufficiently
small neighborhood of 0. Solving recursion (4.27) and using e0 “ 0 finally
yields

en “ h

n´1ÿ

j“0

pRphLqqn´j
`
Tj ` 1

h
ēn`1,HImExp2J

¯
. (4.30)

Now using (4.18) and the bound (3.39c) (}RphLqqn´j} ď 1) we can estimate

}en} ď Ch

n´1ÿ

j“0

p}ej} ` h2q. (4.31)

Again, an application of a discrete Gronwall lemma to (4.31) (for instance,
see [31]) shows the desired bound (4.25).

Next, because of the similarity between the structure of the two schemes
HImExp2N and HImExp2J, the convergence proof for HImExp2N method can
be carried out in a very similar way. We thus obtain a representation of the
global error of scheme (4.2) at time tn as

en “ h

n´1ÿ

j“0

pRphLqqn´j
`
Tj ` 1

h
ēn`1,HImExp2N

¯
. (4.32)
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However, here Tj is not the same as the one in (4.28). In fact it is given by

Tj “ppI ´ 1

2
hLq´1 ´ 2ϕ2phÑjqqpNpujq ´ Npũjqq ` 2ϕ2phNjqpNpUj2q ´ NpU j2qq

`2pϕ2phNjq ´ ϕ2phÑjqqpNpU j2q ´ Npujqq.
(4.33)

In this case one can show that }Tj} ď C}ej}`Ch2 (by using the boundedness
of pI ´ 1

2
hLq´1 ´ 2ϕ2phÑjq, ϕ2phNjq, the Lipschitz property of Npuq, and

the estimate }ϕ2phNjq ´ϕ2phÑj} ď Ch}Nj ´ Ñj} ď Ch, which can be easily
proved by applying Lemma 2.4.2 given in [17]). Using (4.24) (which implies
}ēn`1,HImExp2N} ď Ch3) and the bound (3.39c), i.e. }RphLqqn´j} ď 1, we again
get the same bound for the global error of scheme HImExp2N as in (4.31)
which proves the bound (4.25).

5. Numerical Experiments

5.1. Integrators and implementation

In this section we verify theoretical predictions regarding the accuracy
and efficiency of the newly constructed IMEXP schemes ImExpRK2 (3.41),
HImExp2J (4.1), and HImExp2N (4.2). Several IMEX schemes were compared
in [34] and it was shown that the second-order semi-implicit backwards dif-
ferentiation formula-based IMEX scheme 2-sBDF has the least stringent sta-
bility restrictions on the time step and consequently the best computational
efficiency for reaction-diffusion problems arising in pattern formation. Same
conclusion was reached in [8]. We thus choose to compare the new IMEXP
schemes with the widely used 2-sBDF integrator [34]:

3Un`1 ´ 4Un ´ Un´1 “ 2hpLUn`1 ` 2NpUnq ´ NpUn´1q. (5.1)

Clearly since operator N is treated explicitly, there are stability restrictions
on the time step of 2-sBDF associated with the degree of stiffness in N .
Since the stability constraints on the time step of the new IMEXP schemes
are less restrictive, we expect to be able to take a larger time step compared
to 2-sBDF. However, treating N exponentially imposes additional computa-
tional cost as compared with 2-sBDF. Below we present numerical experi-
ments that demonstrate that as the stiffness of N is increased the ability to
take a significantly larger time step outweighs the additional computational
cost per time step and the IMEXP schemes can outperform 2-sBDF.
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All integrators were implemented in MATLAB. The adaptive Krylov algo-
rithm as described in [16] was used to compute products of matrix ϕ-functions
and vectors. MATLAB’s built-in generalized minimal residual method gmres

function was used to compute the implicit terms with a tolerance set at10´12

for all problems. For demonstration and comparison purposes, we chose to
use MATLAB’s preconditioned gmres with a sparse incomplete Cholesky
factorization (ichol) as the preconditioner. The default parameter values
were used except in cases where a given tolerance was desired. All devia-
tions from the default parameter values are detailed in descriptions of the
individual problems below. For each problem, the same set of parameters
were used for all integrators. All simulations were performed with a constant
time step starting with h1 and the time step sizes were halved hi “ h1{2i´1,

i “ 2, . . . , 5 to generate the graphs. Table (2) shows the largest time step
size taken for each of the problems and each of the methods.

5.2. Test problems and verification of accuracy

We choose the following three test problems that satisfy Assumptions 1-3
from the previous section. Note that the first problem, the 1D semilinear
parabolic equations from [24], was originally designed to demonstrate the
order reduction non-stiffly accurate methods can experience when a problem
is very stiff. However, this problem is not very computationally intensive and
thus we only include it to verify the accuracy of our method and do not use
it for performance analysis.
1D Semilinear parabolic. One-dimensional semilinear parabolic problem [24]

Bu
Bt px, tq ´ B2u

Bx2 px, tq “
ż

1

0

upx, tqdx` Φpx, tq, x P r0, 1s, t P r0, 1s

with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. The source function Φ is
chosen so that upx, tq “ xp1´xqet is the exact solution. To achieve the desired
tolerance we increased the default maximum number of GMRES iterations
in MATLAB routines to 500.
Allen-Cahn 2D. Two-dimensional stiff Allen-Cahn equation with periodic
boundary conditions [33]:

Bu
Bt “ ∆u ´ 1

ǫ2
pu3 ´ uq, x P r´0.5, 0.5s2, t P r0, 0.075s

up0, xq “ tanh

ˆ
R0 ´ }x2}?

2ǫ

˙
,

,
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where R0 “ 0.4 and ǫ specified to be 0.01, 0.02, and 0.005.
Schnakenberg 2D. Two-dimensional Schnakenberg system [35, 8]

Bu
Bt “ γpa´ u ` u2vq ` ∆u,

Bv
Bt “ γpb ´ u2vq ` d∆v, px, yq P r0, 1s2

with homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, a “ 0.1, b “ 0.9, d “ 10,
and γ “ 1000 & γ “ 10000. The initial conditions were chosen to be
perturbations of the equilibrium pū, v̄q “ pa ` b, b{pa ` bq2q as in [36, 8].
Form this problem the default restart parameter for the MATLAB’s GMRES
routine was changed from 10 to 20.

The Laplacian term ∆ in all problems was discretized using the stan-
dard second order finite differences. For 2D Allen-Cahn equation we use 150
nodes while for 2D Schnackenberg’s system 128 spatial discretization points
in each spatial dimension. Except for the semilinear parabolic problem where
an exact solution is provided, a reference solution was computed for the re-
maining problems using MATLAB’s ode15s integrator with absolute and
relative tolerances set to 10´14. The error was defined as the discrete infinity
(maximum) norm of the difference between the computed and the reference
solutions. Figure 1 shows the order attained by all methods for each of the
problems. For convenience we included a line of slope two (dotted) in the
graphs. As can be seen from this plot all methods achieve the second order
of accuracy as predicted by the theory.

Table 2: Largest time step sizes taken for each of the problems and each of the methods.

2D Schnakenberg N “ 1282 2D Allen-Cahn N “ 1502

γ “ 1000 γ “ 10000 γ “ 50000 ǫ “ 0.02 ǫ “ 0.01 ǫ “ 0.005

HImExp2J 1 ¨ 10´2 1 ¨ 10´3 5 ¨ 10´5 5 ¨ 10´4 2 ¨ 10´4 5 ¨ 10´6

HImExp2N 1 ¨ 10´3 1 ¨ 10´4 5 ¨ 10´6 1 ¨ 10´4 5 ¨ 10´5 1 ¨ 10´6

ImExpRK2 1 ¨ 10´3 1 ¨ 10´4 1 ¨ 10´6 2 ¨ 10´4 5 ¨ 10´5 1 ¨ 10´5

2-sBDF 5 ¨ 10´4 1 ¨ 10´5 5 ¨ 10´6 2 ¨ 10´4 5 ¨ 10´5 5 ¨ 10´7
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Figure 1: Log-log plots of the error vs. time step size. For convenience a line with slope
two (dotted) is shown.
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5.3. Performance evaluation
Figures 3 and 2 show the precision diagrams for all four methods for the

2D Allen-Cahn equation and the 2D Schnackenberg model respectively. For
Allen-Cahn equation the stiffness of the nonlinear operator N is increased
with the decreasing value of the ǫ parameter. We choose ǫ “ 0.02, 0.01
and 0.005, with the most stiff problem corresponding to ǫ “ 0.005. The
nonlinear operator of the 2D Schnakenberg’s system becomes more stiff as
the parameter γ is increased. We set γ “ 103, 104 and 5¨104. The graphs show
both the nonpreconditioned (solid lines) as well as the preconditioned (dashed
lines) version of each of the algorithms. As the Figures 3 and 2 demonstrate,
method HImExp2J is consistently the best performing scheme for all of the
simulations for both problems. For Allen-Cahn equation methods HImExp2N

and ImExpRK2 are slower than 2-sBDF for the parameters chosen here due to
the higher computational cost per time step, but the largest time step that
can be taken with these IMEXP schemes is an order of magnitude larger
than the 2-sBDF method (Table 2). It is feasible to imagine that there
exist problems for which this will be advantageous. In fact for the most
stiff version of the 2D Schnakenberg system (Figure 2 (c,d)), HImExp2N and
ImExpRK2 begin to outperform 2-sBDF. HImExp2J, however, remains the best
performing scheme for the Schnakenberg’s equation as well. As discussed in
section 2.2 this is anticipated due to the fact that HImExp2J can offer better
stability when integrating stiff nonlinearities.

To detail the computational savings offered by the HImExp2J method
compared to 2-sBDF we present Table 3 where for several given tolerances
we compute the CPU time required by the HImExp2J scheme as a percentage
of the CPU execution time taken by 2-sBDF. When exact CPU time is not
available for a given tolerance we interpolate its value from the corresponding
precision graphs. The data in the table clearly shows that the computational
savings offered by HImExp2J grow as the stiffness of the nonlinear operator
N is increased. The savings as even more pronounced for the preconditioned
versions of the algorithms since the computational cost per time step is de-
creased and consequently the ability to take a larger time step becomes more
important. Note that without the loss of generality in our conclusions we
can vary the length of the integration interval. Since the total computational
time to achieve accuracy of 10´3 with 2-sBDF for the long time interval for
the Schnakenberg system became too long (see Figure 2c), we decreased the
total integration interval to be able to get CPU times ratio for the stiffest
version of the problem with γ “ 5 ¨ 104.
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The results of our numerical simulations clearly verifies the theoretical
predictions of the performance of the new IMEXP schemes and presents these
methods as a promising alternative to the IMEX integrators for problems
with stiff nonlinearity N . We stress that ideas presented in the paper can
be easily extended to construct many additional methods. For example,
one could use similar techniques to address problems where operator Lpuq is
nonlinear but a good preconditioner is available. Other combinations of the
uses of operators L1, N 1 and J are possible. We defer these developments to
our future publications along with the construction of higher order IMEXP
methods.

Table 3: Approximated CPU time for HimExp2J as a percentage of the CPU time for
2-sBDF given a prescribed accuracy.

(a) Allen-Cahn N “ 1502

Accuracy ǫ “ 0.02 ǫ “ 0.01 ǫ “ 0.005

10´2
Non-Preconditioned 55% 56% 44%

Preconditioned 51% 56% 44%

10´3
Non-Preconditioned 43% 54% 45%

Preconditioned 35% 54% 42%

(b) Schnakenberg N “ 1282

Accuracy γ “ 1000 γ “ 10000 γ “ 50000a

10´1
Non-Preconditioned 55 % 33% 33%

Preconditioned 171% 31% 24%

10´2
Non-Preconditioned 44% 32% 27%

Preconditioned 120% 22% 20%

10´3
Non-Preconditioned 48% 19% 24%

Preconditioned 70% 13% 20%

a
tend “ 0.01
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Figure 2: 2D Schnakenberg problem (N “ 1282): CPU execution time versus error for
constant time step
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Figure 3: 2D Allen-Cahn problem (N “ 1502): CPU execution time versus error for
constant time step
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